
 Principal’s Report 

123
rd

 Annual Prize Giving – November 14, 2005 

 
Our Honourable Chief Guest, Dr. RK Pachauri, President, Vice President and Members of the 

Board of Governors, Mr. Kuldeep Bhatnagar, guests, parents, Old Dalians, especially the reunion 

batch of 1980, colleagues and students – I extend a warm welcome to you all for the 123
rd

 

Annual Prize Giving of the Daly College. 

 

Dr. RK Pachauri is one of the world’s leading environmentalists and economists and it is indeed 

kind of you Sir to take time out for us. Dr. Pachauri wears many hats. One is as Director General 

of TERI, the Tata Energy Research Institute, and another as Chairman of the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change which has been established by the World Meteorological Organisation 

and the United Nations Environment Programme. 

 

Acknowledging Dr. Pachauri’s immense contribution in the field of environment, he was 

awarded the Padma Bhushan in 2001 by the Govt. of India. 

 

Dr. Pachauri obtained his Masters in Science in Industrial Engineering, a PhD in Industrial 

Engineering, a PhD in Economics and served as Assistant Professor and later visiting Faculty 

member in the Department of Economics and Business, all at the North Carolina State University 

in the USA. He later returned to India and was Director of the Consulting & Applied Research 

Division of the Administrative Staff College of India in Hyderabad. 

 

In 1981 he shifted to TERI where he is Director General. TERI is involved in doing original 

work in areas of energy, environment, forestry, biotechnology and conservation of natural 

resources. 

 

Dr. Pachauri has, after joining TERI, been involved in a major way on the world stage. As a 

Visiting Professor in Resource Economics at West Virginia University, as Senior Visiting Fellow 

at East West Centre USA, as Visiting Research Fellow to the World Bank in Washington and as 

Advisor to UNDP. He has also taught at Yale University, USA as a Mc Cluskey Fellow. 

 

He is serving on a number of Boards and Committee which include the Board of International 

Solar Energy Society, Member of the World Resources Institute Council, Chairman of Work 

Group (A) of the World Energy Council, the Committee on Developing Countries, the Chairman 

of the International Association for Energy Economics in Washington and President of the Asian  

Energy Institute. He has served on the Board of the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies 

of the Government of Japan. 

 

Within India his responsibilities are too numerous to list here. He has served on the Board of 

GAIL, National Thermal Power Corporation and Indian Oil Corporation. In 2001 he was 

appointed Member, Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister of India. 

Apart from his numerous papers and articles, he has also authored 21 books. And most important 

of all he has still found time to be with us at the Daly College. 

 



I feel as though I have read out the bio datas of at least four eminent personalities. That one man 

can do many things and do them all so well should be a lesson to those of us who make excuses 

for doing one thing badly because we were busy doing something else. 

 

Our last Board of Governors completed its 5-years term in the summer. In these 5 years the 

College has seen stability and growth in almost all spheres. I take this opportunity to thank the 

outgoing members, namely Maharaj Raghuraj Singhji Piploda, Dr. Surendra Singh Garha, Mr. 

Ganesh Singh Jhabua, Mr. Madhav Dhabhai and Mr. Danveer Singh Chhabra for their invaluable 

contribution to the College. 

 

The new Board which will guide the College consists of Maharaja Tukoji Rao Puar of Dewas Sr. 

as President, Maharaj Narendra Singhji Jhabua as Vice President, Mr. Dilip Kasliwal, Mr. 

Kamlesh Kasliwal, Mr. Tejvir Juneja, Mr. Arun Muchhal, Capt. Prithviraj Rishi, Mr. Hemant 

Patwa, Mr. Brijendra Pratap Singh and the Principal. 

 

The Principal’s report at the Annual Prize Giving is essentially a report on the previous year’s 

achievements, I am very glad that this year because of the achievements of our students, the 

report is really long. I am reminded of a joke where the teacher asks a child what he would call a 

person who talks too much. The child says he would call such a person a teacher. Well now let’s 

find out for how long a Head Teacher can talk. 

 

 

But first a few important announcements: 

1. For those students who are now in Class VIII or below, the marking system for the Class 

X Board exams is likely to be revised from marks to grades. 

Also instead of 5 subjects they will do 6 subjects but only the best 4 will be counted. 

The earlier proposal to make the Class X exam optional has been rejected. The exam can 

however be taken in a phased manner. 

No one is very clear as to what this implies. 

2. From 2005 onwards IIT candidates must have a minimum of 60% in the Class XII 

Boards. This is a welcome move for schoolteachers. 

3. Faculty members of the Institute of Career Studies, Lucknow, interact with our senior 

students and their parents once a year. The Board has now sanctioned two additional 

sessions in a year. Parents should keep in mind that they and their wards are also 

welcome to consult ICS through email throughout the year for any clarifications or 

advice. 

4. DC celebrates its 125
th

 year in December 2007. I do hope Old Dalians will make a special 

effort to attend the celebrations. 

 

And now the for the College Report. 

 

The first milestone achieved this year is the outstanding results of some of our students who 

took the Class X Board exams, along with a marginal increase in percentage performance in 

the Class XII results. Six students secured between 90% and 95.4% with Adeeba Ansari 

topping in Indore. Ridhi Tody comes second with 92.4% and Aayushi Sayal third with 



92.2%. Apart from the top six, another 20 students secured between 85% and 89.9%. All 

those who have stayed on at DC for the plus 2 have been awarded gold medals. 

 

Subject wise the toppers are Sourav Poddar with 100% in Maths, Aayushi Sayal, Gautam 

Mediratta and Sourav Poddar with 99% each in Science, Adeeba Ansari with 97% in Hindi 

and 95% in Social Sciences, Gautam Mediratta with 91% in English and Sahejpreet Chhabra 

with 89% in French. 

 

CBSE Merit Certificates have been awarded to Sourav Poddar for Maths and for Science, 

Adeeba Ansari for Hindi, Gautam Mediratta for Science and Aayushi Sayal for Science.  

 

The Class XII toppers are Abhishek Bhatia in Commerce with 89.2% and Karan Mehta in 

Science with 89.4%. Manjul Jain received a CBSE Merit Certificate in Computer Science.  

Rohit Gupta has been awarded a Nehru Scholarship and is completing his schooling at the 

UWC in Singapore. 

 

In the all India Maths Olympiad, merit certificates have been awarded to Adeeba Ansari, 

Gautam Mediratta and Ayush Goyal. 

 

In the National Talent Search Examination, Gautam Mediratta and Ayush have moved into 

the second stage. Rohan Lunawat participated in the UC MAS Mental Arithmetic 

Competition held in Chennai. Suraj Hariyani was declared the runners-up in Mental 

Arithmetic in MP. 

 

Aditya Kashyap has secured the top grade in the German Industry and University joint 

entrance exam and interview. After his Class XII he will now be eligible for a 100% 

scholarship to a German University and will be sponsored by a Fortune 500 Corporate 

House. 

 

A second milestone is our performance in the cultural sphere. That we have achieved this 

without an auditorium and without adequate facilities in Dance, Music and Drama makes the 

achievement even more creditable. 

 

In English debating, Ridhi Tody won the IPSC debate at Gwalior, Abhishek Misra won the 

IPSC debate at Bahal, and Aditya Gupta came third in the IPSC debate in Jaipur. In the 

Outlook magazine Debate Adeeba Ansari won the regional debate, came second in the zonals 

at Mumbai and participated at the national level in New Delhi. 

 

In quizzing Sumanto Lahiri and Kaustabh Ojha won the Leo Club trophy, Hashveer Jain and 

Abhinav Biyani have qualified in the ESPN National Quiz, Aman Jain and Harshveer Jain 

have qualified for the Eicher Quiz national live round in Pune. 

 

In Music Vineeth Rajan has had the rare honour of presenting a solo violin recital at the 

Allauddin Khan Music Samaroh organised by the Madhya Pradesh Govt. at Katni. In Dance 

Agrima Gaur came third in the Rotary Club competition and Shivani Karmalkar stood second 

in the junior category of the Nai Dunia Inter School Competition.  



 

In fine arts Jay Arora won a silver medal at the Shanker’s national level. Pushpendra Pal won 

a first prize in the Rotary Club drawing competition.  

 

In the most competitive and prestigious IPSC Cultural Festival with some 750 participants 

from 17 schools from all over India, there are 27 events divided in nine categories, I am 

proud to say that DC won 18 out of 27 events and came first in 6 out of 9 categories. We 

secured a total of 437.5 points. Mayo Girls was 68.5 points behind us for second place and 

Welham Girls was placed third. DC started participating in the IPSC Cultural Fest in 2003 

when we were placed 5
th

. Last year we were placed 3
rd

 and this year 1
st
. 

 

Anika Agrawal of DC was declared the Star of the Fest having come first in 4 events. 

Vineeth Rajan, for the second year running, came first in Instrumental Classical Solo. He will 

be performing later this evening. Anika Agrawal came first in Light Classical Vocal and in 

Classical Vocal Solo. She will be presenting a bhajan today. DC came first in the Group 

Patriotic Song and the choir comprised Anika, Agrima Gaur, Palak Muchhal, Raashi Singhal, 

Shambhobhi Ghosh, Aditi Agrawal, Sana Raja and Tanvi Trivedi. 

 

Sheena Dua came first in Pottery making, Aditya Singh first in Imaginative Composition, 

Esha Singh and Paridhi Singhal first in Collage, Sana Hashmi second in Rangoli, Apoorva 

Jain second in Cartooning. 

Adeeba Ansari came first in English Essay, Mahima Gupta first in English Debate and Avani 

Bansal third in English Debate. Poorva Jain came second in Hindi Essay and Avani Bansal 

second in Hindi Debate. 

 

Shruti Gupta and Ayush Agrawal came first in Software Development, Pulak Muchhal and 

Sukhdeep Chhabra first in Multimedia Presentation and Neha Khungar and Avirav Shah first 

in Web Page Designing. 

 

Sonia Daga, for the second year in succession, came first in Classical Solo Dance. You will 

witness her perform later this evening. DC came first in the Group Folk Dance. The troupe 

comprised of Riya Chhabra, Agrima Gaur, Aditi Agarwal, Sana Raja, Bhavini Singh, Surbhi 

Malhotra, Kadambari Rathore and Asmita Sharma. DC came third in Choreography and the 

girls will be performing again this evening. The girls who participated are Riya Chhabra, 

Rupal Bhatia, Avanti Deora, Asmita Sharma, Agrima Gaur, Pankhuri Bahar, Vaishali Patel 

and Tanvi Trivedi.  

 

In Western Music we did well considering we don’t yet have a teacher or instructor. Tanvi 

Trivedi came third in Western Vocal Solo. DC came third in Western Group Song with 

Anika Agrawal, Tanvi Trivedi, Aditi Agarwal, Sana Raja, Aditya Gaur, Lakshjeet Singh, 

Shambhobhi Ghosh and Raashi Singhal. The Daly College came first in Western 

Instrumental Group and the band comprised Rahul Bhayani, Vineeth Rajan, Aditi 

Jaisinghani, Puneet Huria, Sarthak Gandhi, Anika Agarwal and Sukhdeep Chhabra. 

 

Poorva Jain came second in Fancy Dress cum Elocution and DC came third in the Hindi Skit 

with Ajay Saxena, Avani Bansal, Jasdeep Walia, Kausthabh Ojha and Raunaq Pawar. My 



congratulations to Mr. Ansari and all the concerned students and teachers for this outstanding 

achievement. 

 

The 3
rd

 milestone for this year is our election as permanent international members of the 

Round Square, an exclusive group of approximately 60 schools from around the world. Three 

of our students, Aditya Kashyap, Mahima Gupta and Avani Bansal, made their presentation 

on DC to all delegates in the presence of King Constantine II of Greece and Prince Andrew, 

Duke of York at the Conference in Melbourne. 

 

Membership of the Round Square opens up possibilities of student exchanges, staff visits and 

participation by students in conferences and international and regional service camps. It also 

helps us reinforce our commitment to values like democracy, internationalism, adventure, 

leadership and service. 

 

Already Vijit Rishi has been on exchange to Mowbray College Australia and one of their 

students was with us for 3 months. Adeeba Ansari and Abhishek Jivrag went on exchange to 

Al-Ghubra in Oman. 

 

Dheeya Somaiya, Alefiya Sethjiwala, Karnika Saxena, Bhavna Verma, Devika Mankotia, 

accompanied by Mrs. Archana Mankotia attended the Regional Round Square Conference in 

Hissar. 

 

Tanya Yadav, Nishtha Juneja, Nishant Makhijani, Geet Chadha and Sauhard Bindal, 

accompanied by Mrs. Jaya Chakravarti, attended the Regional Round Square Conference in 

Assam. 

 

Akshat Mahajan, Faiq Ahmed, Sakshi Gupta, Saloni Bindal and Ganeev Chadha were 

escorted by Mrs. Lahiri to the Round Square Conference in Gwalior. 

 

Karan Grover participated in a 3-week Round Square International Service Camp at Leh in 

Ladakh. The students built a community centre in the high school at village Stakmo and then 

did some trekking and rafting. Next month Yukti Gursahaney and Karan Grover will 

participate in the RSIS project in the Tsunami affected area of Killai in District Cudallore in 

Tamilnadu.  

 

Kabir Mansukhani, Tejas Gupta, Bhuvan Vikram, Abhinav Sureka accompanied by Mr. 

Sudhir Ranade worked in an RS Service Camp in the Chakarta Hills. They were involved 

with the construction of a school building, in preparing a medical database and in teaching 

computer usage to village children. 

 

Anupriya Sureka, Anirudh Agrawal, Arpit Guru, Avani Bansal, Bhagyashree Pancholi, 

Anantika Kumari, Jasdeep Walia and Sunny Hingorani accompanied by Mr. Rajesh 

Santhanam and Mrs. Ragini Norman did 15 days of gruelling Tsunami rehabilitation work at 

a Round Square service camp initiated by the Daly College students at a fishing hamlet in 

Nagapattinam District of Tamilnadu. For this rehabilitation work the DC community raised 

Rs. 4 lacs. 



 

For the victims of the Kashmir earthquake the school has collected and contributed approx. 

Rs. 3 lacs to the Prime Minister’s Relief Fund. 

 

The Social Service League conducted a six-month long drive to collect used clothing. A total 

of 1042 garments were collected, mended, washed and delivered to the Sisters of the 

Missionaries of Charity for further distribution to the poor in Indore. 

With funds collected at the SSL stall last year, students and CWD staff painted the walls, 

doors and windows of the orphanage at Jyoti Niwas. 

 

A group of senior students regularly visited the Helen Keller school for the blind during 

weekends where they worked as assistant teachers and helped produce reading material for 

the low vision students. 

 

A fourth milestone was achieved when our senior hockey team won the IPSC gold for the 

first time in 60 years. My congratulations to the entire team and in particular to the Captain 

Manas Rastogi, the Coach Mr. Ashok Yadav and the Master I/c. Mr. AK Singh. Seven 

members of the team are short listed for the combined IPSC team which will play for the 

Nehru Gold Cup. These seven are Piyush Jain, Shivank Dev Singh, Manas Rastogi, Nitish 

Silawat, Satyam Duvedi, Dushyant Dev and Azham Hussain. 

 

The under-15 team did not fare as well but came back with awards for the best goalkeeper 

and Best Disciplined Team. In hockey the girls won the silver. 6 girls have been selected for 

the combined IPSC team to play in the Nehru Gold Cup. These are Paridhi Singhal, Anantika 

Kumari, Devika Mankotia, Bhavna Verma, Umashree Pancholi and Surbhi Ranade. 

 

In Athletics the students chose to participate in the CBSE fixtures rather than in the IPSC. 

Amongst 62 participating teams in Raipur, DC was placed overall second. Our boys won a 

gold, a silver and 6 bronze medals. The girls won a gold, 14 silver and 7 bronze medals. 

Students who qualified for the national games are Satyam Duvedi, Jagmeet Mangat, 

Anantika Kumari, Atoosa Khandelwal, Umashree Pancholi, Swati Bajaj, Nainy Seth, 

Pankhuri Bahar, Khushboo Singh and Priyanka Malviya. 

 

In Football DC has gone through to the Zonal level and on the way collected a prize for the 

Best Disciplined team and the Best Defender award went to Ankit Bajaj. In the Kasliwal 

tournament, Ankit was declared the Best Striker and Chakrawati Ranawat the Best Player. 

Ankit & Chakrawati will represent Madhya Pradesh in the nationals. In the Subroto Cup DC 

won the Indore Division and were placed 3
rd

 at the State level. In the girls’ triangular football 

tournament in Ajmer, Aditi Badani was declared the best player. 

 

In Cricket Sheeladitya Singh and Bharat Chourasiya have been included in the combined 

IPSC team for the nationals. 

 

In Tennis our under-14 team won the CBSE West Zone tournament and Jai Bapna, Aman 

Soni, Harshil Sethi and Bankim Silawat will now play in the nationals at Bangalore next 

month. In the All India Talent Series Tournament Shivam Wagle won the under-17 title. 



 

In skating Poorva Kapoor and Rahul Bhangani did well at the CBSE tournament in Mumbai 

and have qualified for the nationals. Divyanshu Gupta reached the Zonal stage.  

 

In the Indore District Aerobic competition, in the Under-9 category, Richa Ujale, Ravina 

Bhabher and Tanishtha Dua won gold medals. Divya Singh, Puja Rawat and Chirantana 

Jamnia won silver medals and Prachi Kotia, Nishita Singhal and Mahima Dewda won bronze 

medals. 

 

In Swimming at the IPSC tournament in Patiala, DC students won a gold, a silver and 7 

bronze medals. The Gold was won by Mukul Singh. The water polo team also won a bronze 

medal. 

 

In the State Championships, Mukul Singh and Suraj Pamecha won two golds each and have 

been selected to represent MP at the nationals in Bangalore. DC won a total of 4 golds, a 

silver and 4 bronze medals. 

 

In Basketball Shashwat Singh has been selected for the combined IPSC team. The girls’ team 

is playing with a lot of promise and has qualified for the CBSE Zonal tournament. The 

following boys and girls will be representing Indore later this month in Jabalpur: Pranay 

Modi, Prateek Gandhi, Mohak Agrawal, Swati Bajaj, Sambhavi Shekhar, Shefali Agarwal, 

Shivani Deshmukh, Divya Singh & Pooja Ladha.  

 

In Volleyball and in Table Tennis DC participated for the first time in the IPSC being placed 

5
th

 and 4
th

 respectively. In the SBI inter-school table tennis DC won the team gold in the 

Classes 7 & 8 category. In the individual events Prakhar Jain won the gold in the Classes 1 to 

4 category and Achyut Bajaj the gold in the 7 & 8 category. Samyak Jain is ranked 3
rd

 in MP 

in the Under-10 category. 

 

In golf Pradyuman Singh came first in the junior category in the MCW Healthcare 

Tournament. 

In .22 rifle shooting in the MP State Championships Raunaq Singh Pawar won the gold, 

Karmveer Singh the silver and Vijit Raj Rishi the bronze. Raunaq Pawar, Shashwat Bundela 

and Vikram Singh Puar participated in the nationals. 

 

In the MP sub Junior Judo Nirbhay Jhala and Hitendra Ranawat won Bronze medals. 

 

As in the past Daly College students continue to do well in Squash, though the girls are now 

hogging the limelight. In the India Junior Squash Open Ridhima Kalani put in a tremendous 

effort and reached the finals of the U-11 girls. Isha Budwal and Saloni Bindal also did very 

well to reach the semi-finals. Preet Sethi reached the semi-finals in the U-13 category. In the 

U-19 girls’ category Swati Muchhal reached the semi-finals. In the U-15 girls Dheeya 

Somaiya, Tanvi Jain and Nikita Mann reached the quarterfinals. 

 

Among the boys Bharat Verma was a quarterfinalist in the U-11, Dhananjay Singh reached 

the quarter finals of the Boys U-13 Yuvraj Pathak reached the quarter finals in the U-15, 



Kushal Agarwal  the quarter finals in U-17 and Aditya Kashyap and Ayush Gupta the 

quarterfinals of the U-19 category.   

 

Dheeya Somaiya won the U-13 title in Mumbai, the U-13 and U-15 titles in New Delhi and 

reached the semi-finals of the U-15 in Chennai. Swati Muchhal reached the semi-finals in 

New Delhi in the U-17 and the semi-finals in Chennai. Tanvi Jain reached the semi-finals in 

the U-13 & U-15 categories in New Delhi and the quarterfinals of the U-13 in Chennai. 

Nikita Mann reached the U-15 semi-finals in New Delhi. In the Triangular Inter School Meet 

the DC girls beat Mayo Girls 3-0. 

 

Nishant Makhijani attended a international Adventure Camp is Switzerland. 

 

In the Junior version of the Kishengarh Shield, DC beat Mayo in Cricket, Hockey and drew 

in Football. 

 

In the Seniors Kishengarh Shield fixtures DC won the Cricket and Hockey and lost in 

Football. 

 

DC thus emerged the winners in both the Senior and Junior sections. 

I take pride in reporting that in the last year alone, over 50 students have participated or have 

qualified to participate at the national level in hockey, cricket, tennis, skating, swimming, 

basketball, shooting and squash. 

 

A fifth milestone is the building this year of a home for the College museum and archives. 

HH Usha Devi Holkar of Indore has been generous in donating 10 lacs for this project. I also 

would like to acknowledge the spontaneous generosity of Manish Kalani in donating the 

wooden flooring, 10 tons of air conditioning and a conference table for this building. Why I 

call this museum and archives a milestone is that for a College of our vintage it is essential to 

preserve our heritage and also create a source of pride for future generations. I would like to 

thank all those involved in working on this project, especially Mr. Panni Padgaonkar, Mr. 

Rajendra Singhji and Col. Giriraj Singh. 

 

I urge all Old Dalians to visit the museum and to donate generously in terms of old 

photographs, memorabilia etc. so that the museum can grow and your own memories be 

safeguarded for your children and grandchildren.  

 

Apart from the expanded Library, e-Library and museum project, we have added facilities to 

the College by way of an automatic Laundry, a 125 KVA generator, twin glass backed 

squash courts, 3 open squash courts, a 50 m swimming and water polo pool that will be ready 

at the end of next month, a new EPABX, broadband connectivity, 4 deco turf tennis courts 

inaugurated by Mahesh Bhupati, 8 badminton courts, an 8 lane practice athletics 400 m track, 

a sports climbing wall, mobile phones on school buses, 4 classrooms in Jr. School, a 

Personality Development lab, UCMAS, Web Designing and German as subjects, a Maths 

Lab in Senior School, additional computer aided education, facilities for changing and 

showers for Jawahar & Tagore House and extra facilities in Bharati & Rajendra Houses. 

Additionally a new Craft Design Technology Centre is under construction.   



 

Here I would like to sincerely thank one of our Old Dalians, Dilip Panicker for his most 

spontaneous and generous donation of Rs. 2 lacs to the College. 

 

On the Human Resource Development front, Dr. Rajopadhyay has been to Thailand to read a 

paper at the University there, Mrs. P. Joshi has accompanied students on an exchange to the 

UK, the Principal & Ms. Badhwar have attended the Round Square Conference in Australia 

and next month the Vice Principal and Mrs. Ansari will be accompanying 24 boys and girls 

to Brauer College in Australia for cricket matches and adventure activities. 

 

Workshops and seminars form a normal part of HRD. Students of Class I attended a 

workshop on Enhancing Sensory Development, Class II on Inculcating Values, Class III on 

Dealing with Emotions, Class IV on Inculcating Hobbies, Class V on Inculcating Reading 

Habits, Class VI on Memory and Concentration, Class VII on Handling Peer Pressure, Class 

VIII on Gender Sensitivity, Class IX on Self Motivation and another on Stress Management, 

Class XI on Decision Making and another on Leadership Styles, Class XII on Resume 

Writing, Group Discussion and Interview and another on Self-Esteem and Public Speaking. 

These were conducted by Young Buzz, Mumbai. 

 

All our Maths teachers along with 25 from other schools attended a workshop conducted by 

ICS Lucknow on Interactive methods of teaching Maths. Mr. Wange, Mr. Kirtane and Mr. 

Dwivedi attended a workshop in Lucknow on “Traumatics to Mathemagic’ 

 

Mr. Dubey attended a workshop on Interaction with Maths. Mr. Kirtane attended an Activity 

Based Maths Workshop. Mrs. Chitale attended an orientation workshop organized by 

Sanctuary Magazine. Mrs. Trivedi attended a contact programme for MA French at the 

CIEFL in Hyderabad. Dr. Sharma attended a 25-day training programme on Tissue Culture. 

Mrs. Patel has added to her qualifications a Post Graduate Diploma in Guidance and 

Counselling. All teachers of the Commerce and Economics Departments attended a 

workshop on VAT. Mr. Verma and Mrs. Ansari attended workshop on Leadership for 

Growth. Mr. Tewari attended a workshop on Making Question Papers easy in Commerce.   

 

All the teachers of the Commerce department attended a workshop on ‘Cash Flow 

Statement’. Mr. Ansari attended a workshop on Award of Excellence in Schools organised in 

Delhi by the British Council. Mrs. Virmani & Mr. Grewal attended an English workshop on 

Interpretations in Today’s Educational Set up. Mr. Kanchan and Mr. Chundawat attended a 

Hindi workshop on enhancing Teaching Skills. Mrs. Sunita Singh, Mrs. Upadhyay, Mrs. 

Shaktawat, Mrs. Luthra and Mrs. Shanker attended a Macmillan workshop for English 

teachers. 

 

An activity based Maths workshop was attended by Mr. Chansoria, Mrs. Deepika Singh, Mr. 

Rajput, Mrs. Dixit and Mrs. Saxena. All the teachers of the Jr. School attended a workshop 

on Performing Arts and all the English teachers in Jr.School attended 2 workshops on the 

Effective use of the Language Lab. Mrs. Jagtap & Mr. Dwivedi attended a primary teachers’ 

workshop. Mrs. Archana Sureka and Mrs. Veena Basu of Verve Centre, Mumbai who are 

special educators have had interactive sessions with parents. 



The Bursar attended a Bursar’s Conference at Mayo College, Ajmer. 

Yes, it has been a very full and satisfying year and efforts are being continually made to raise 

the standards in all spheres. However, if we are to become globally competitive and continue 

with upgrading our academic facilities, we need to seriously think of how to reduce class 

strengths and to improve the teacher student ratio.  

 

Before closing my address I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to my colleagues on 

the teaching and administrative staff, to the Head Boy, Head Girl, Prefects and Captains, the 

support staff, the Collector, the SSP, Narmada Control Authority, MPEB, the DFO, members 

of the Media, the ODA and all other well wishers of the College. Thank you 

  



 

 


